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Please examine your shower seat for any visible damage before installing. If you see any damage or suspect a fault please contact your supplier, do not install 
your seat. Installation of a faulty seat may compromise the user’s safety. 

PRIOR to installation, place the seat onto a  flat surface, with the back / wall plates resting against the flat surface.

FIRSTLY, place one hand onto the seat back assembly, FIG 1, and then open the seat / leg assembly by gripping and lifting by the leg assembly 
cross bar or transom bar, until the seat is fully open, FIG 2 & FIG 3. 

PLEASE DO NOT ATTEMPT to open the seat by doing the following:
By gripping the actual seat frame or the plastic seat PRIOR to the shower seat being installed as this action may under certain circumstances 
cause stresses to the side mounted leg support plate to possibly distort permanently. 

IMPORTANT: PLEASE READ PRIOR TO INSTALLATION
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      FIG 3
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Lifetime guarantee for all Contour 
branded showers seats: 

07SS50  07SS52
07SS51   07SS53
 

The seat can be lowered by pulling the 
horizontal leg cross bar downwards. The legs will 
automatically fold into the vertical position. 
When not in use, lift the seat base upwards and 
the legs will fold back into and remain in the 
vertical position.
DO NOT ATTEMPT to raise and lower the seat 
by any other method as to do so may cause 
permanent damage to the folding mechanism. 

YOU MUST  use fixings suitable for the wall 
substrate that you intend to fix the shower seat to. 
(Fixings are not supplied).

IMPORTANT:
Raising and lowering 

the shower seat

DO NOT exceed the weight limit stated, doing 
so may put the user at RISK. 

The load capacity applies to the seat and 
not the arms. The arms are provided as a 
stabilising aid only and are not designed 
to be load bearing. 

Please DO NOT attempt to place all your 
body weight onto the arms of the seat.

Should you need an aid to transfer onto 
the seat this should be achieved by the 
introduction of grab rails or a fold down 
arm support, preferably with a leg. 
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